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Introduction

//

Due to a number of recent legis/lative and judicial actions it

it quite probable that in the near future every child of school age in

the United States will have direOt acces4 to a free public education.

In the past, of course, public school administrations reserved the right

. to deny the access of some kinds of severely handicapped children to

direct public school services and r:-eject those children who- did not,,seem

. to be benefitting from services the public scnpols had to offer. The

reader, of c urse, will recognize those rejected as children who were

too retarded brain damaged, emotionally disturbed, physically handi-

capped, beha ;orally hindered 9nd/or seriously involved to be considered

beneficiarie of educational services.
4 I-,.

lf, in fact, it becomes law that publit schools provide educational

services fo all severely. handicapped children, the public school com-

munity wit- be forced to examine and revise many of its time honored

assumptio s and practices concerning services provided ti5 these childr's..

dren. T t is, public school personnel will be required .to become more

tolerant, of studenls who look, talk, move and otherwise respond differ-

ently tHan most other students. Public school personnel will be re/-

quired/to revise or add to their obejctives of preparing students for

colle t or relativelq complex vocational. settings. PubLic sthbol per-

Isonn will be required to assume inspuctidhal responsibilities in

rel ion to Severely handicapped studentsAhat ttley have not assumed

wiyifi other students. '

.

.

...

POlic school instructional personnel are now teaching severely

/handicapped students to read functional words, to perform simple mathe-

matical computations, to speak in sentences, and to performsimulated .

and actual vocational.tasks.

" Hopefully, after attending public,school from ages.5 to 21, these

students witri acquire many of the skil s Ln the repertoires of ade-

quately-functioning adults. As' adults, they will be expected to live -

independent or semi-independent lives in a community rather than in- '

stitutional setting. The skills nece sary for adequate survival in a

community obviously include more than those related to traditional

elementary school academics. Many s ills typically acquired in the home

(e.g., brushing teeth or brushipg ha r) and taken for granted by-'most

school personnel must be systematically taught to severely. handicapped .

students. That is, formerly "extra-School" tasks now must be considered

an integral part of public school curricula for severely handicapped --

students. Such programming will neCessarily be coordinated with parental:

instruction for maximum skill develppment and maintenance in the home

environment.

As severely handicapped stude ts become increasingly visible in the

community, much of the community'sliolerance will be a function of

outward appearances. A large part of oua/ard appearance will depend on

the degree to which the person can independently perform critical self-

° care skills. Thus, learning to perform self-care skills is a necessary

part of "normalization."
... I
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Severely handicapped students who will be living in independent or
semi-indeRendent community settings must be able to perform what may ,be
referred .to as "home living" skills. Home living-skills are an F6tegral
part of a+.broad spectrum of essential community survival skills.
Personal hygiene, Maanliness.and prOper diet all lead to parsonal,
vocational, recreational and social enhancement.

0
The task of determining the content of a home` living skil s pro ram

which may begin at age 5 and continue through age 21, may seem igantic

to a classroom teacher in that even after content is determined, sys-
tematic instructional techniques must be devised to impart the c tent.

This paper is primarily concerned with attempting to communicaate
information related to factors to which public school instructional
personnel might attend when attempting to prepare severely handicapped
students tofunction as independent adults in a community living setting.
More specifically this paper is concerned with home living skills.

For organizational purposes tohe remainder-of this paper will be
'divided into four parts. Part I consists of an attempt at delineating

several basic survivallkills, that, if in the ,repertoiraa an jndi-

vidua.l, would enhance the probability of independent community func-
tioning. Part II consists of an attempt to communicate to the 'reader

to. communicate an instructional technology or e "how" of instruction;
several basic task analysis principles. Part consists of an'attempt

that is, the - procedures a teacher might use to iMpart the content
delineated in Part I and II. In Part III two sample instruCtiorial
programs will be presented in some detail. These programs dre presented

;
v! in an attempt to communicate to the reader several of the basic steps
through which a teacher might progress as other home living skills are.
taught to severely handicapped students. Finally, several basic impli-
cations will be-presented and discussed briefly in Part IV.

1

Part I: Basic Home Living Skills

In this section several basic home living skills are delineated.
For organizational purposes the specific skills will be grouped as

follows:

Basic Grooming Skills
Basic Dressing Skills
Basic Domestic Maintenance Skills
Basic Cooking Skills

Prior to the specific listihg of the various skills, several
-ftictors should be noted. FirSt, the list was developed during and after
communication with parents, teachers, public school Administrators,
workshop administrators, Vocational rehabilitation counselors, semi-
independent residential facility personnel,, and other persons concerned

wi.th providing severely handicapped students with the skills necessary
to function effectively in a community living environment. Second, the

list is tentative both in relevance, and in comprehensiveness. That is,

there are probably.skills listed that are considered important to some
people now but not to others (e.g., setting, styling hair). In additi

5
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there ape skill'i that will no ddubt be added to the list in the future.
ThLe.d, the list should be considered suggestive at best. We are not

. necessarily holding that these skills should be taught in a public
schOol by classroom teachers without regard to parent attitudes, -etc.'

We are only suggesting that it is important that all severely handi-
capped stt. dents be able to perform at the appropriate time and in tbe

\

appropriate pla6e the listed %kills.
......0 ,.

(,..

. ,

.1'.
.

Finally, the listfris essentially noa-cumulative aild non-develop-
mental. That is, a stutlent does not necessarily have to know how to
correctly wash his own hairbrush prior to learnyrng"how to wash his own

hair. ,,

t Basic Grooming Skills

1. Brushing hair
2. Parting hair
3. Washing hairbrush

"4. Washing heir
5. Setting hair
,6. Styling hair
7. Brushing teeth
8. Using mouthwash
9. Washing face (and neck area)

10. Treating acne
11. Washing hands
12. Using hand cream and body lotion
13. Cleaning under fingernail's
14. Clipping'fingernails
15. Filing fingernails
16. Cleaning ears
17. Washing underarm areas
18. Using deodorants
19. Was'hing feet

20. Cleaning toenails
21. Clipping toenails
22. Washing all critical skin 'areas with washcloth at sink

23. Taking a bath
24. Taking a shower
25. Shaving face (males)
26. Shaving underarms (females)
27. Shaving legs (females)
28. Menstrual hygiene

a. Using sanitary equipment
b. Cleansing genetalia

29. Sitting appropriately
30. Standing appropriately
31. Walking appropriately

0
QJ
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1,

Basic Dressing Skills

1. Zipping zippers (on front and on the back of clothes)

2. Snapping snaps (on the front and on the back of clothes)

3. Buttoning buttons (on the.front and oh the back of clothes)

4. Hooking hooks and eyes (on the front and on the back of clothes)

5. 'Tieing ties (on the front and on the back of clothes)

6. Buckling buckles
7. Putting on a garment which opens down the front

8. Putting on garments over the 406
9. Putting on pants

10. Putting on socgs
11. Putting on thoes
12. Tieing shoes
13. Lacing a lace hoe, lace-front shirt)

14. Straightening n clothes after they are on and/or messed up

1.5. atching color
16. tching fig s (stripes; plaids)

17. M tching ty es o clothes together

18. Fitting cl thes (too --large; too` small)

19. Dressing approp-r-is tely for specific environment (chur h, work, play)

20. Dressing appropriately for different weather conditions

Basic Domestic Maintenance Skills

ilk Cleaning (polishing) shoes

2. Washing clothes by hand

3. Softingtclothes by color before washing

A. Washing clothes by 0 washing m chine

5. Hanging, clothes to dry

6. Drying clothes in a dryer

7. Using public laundromat
a. Washer
b. Dryer

8. Folding flAt clothes

9. Hanging clothes on hangers (biouses,t shirts, pants)

10. Ironing flat clothes

11. Ironing non-flat clothes

12. Sewing on buttons-

13. Mending a tear in a seam or in material

14. Darning a sock

15. Dusting flat and non-flat surfaces

16. Vacuuming a rug

17. Sweeping a floor, using dust pan

18. Wet-mopping a floor

19. Making a bed
a. Changing bed linens

20. Doing dishes
a. Clearing table

.e) b. Scraping dishes
c. Washing., rinsing dishes

d. Drying dishes

e. Putting dishes away a. '
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21. Setting a table
22. Using table tools (spoon, fork, knife, cup)

Basic Cooking Skills

1. Using a can opener (hand)
2. Using a bottle opener
3. Setting stove burners to proper temperature
4. Setting a timer on an oven

5. Setting oven temperatures
6. Preparing simple breakfasts

a. Toast with butter
b. Cold cereal with milk
c. Toaster waffle with butter and syrup
d. Toaster french toast with butter and syrup
e. Frozen orange juice
f. Fried egg
g. Fried bacon

7. Preparing simple lunches
a. Sandwich with lunch meat
b. Sandwich with cheese
c. Sandwich with filling (egg salad, tuna salad)
d. Fruit

1) Canned
2) Fresh

e. Milk
f. Canned soup (spaghetti, ravioli, etc.)
g. Packing a balanced lunch in a bag
h. Filling a thermos bottle

8. Preparing simple dinners
a. TV dinner
b." Canned -'inners (b ew, chili, chop suey, beans 'n franks, etc.)

c. Canned vegetable
d. Lettuce salad'
e. Instant mix dessert pudding, jello)
Reading simple instructionon packages and cans
a. Temperature
b. Added ingredients
c. How long to cook

10. Using measuring utensils (cups, sr;oons)
11. Choosing appropriate foods

a. Fattening foods
b. Non-fattening foods /

/
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jl'art II: Basicrrinciples of'Task'Analysis

%

In Part) I ',attempts are made to communicate several basic prin-

ciples of behavioristic task analysis. Perhaps the followiig quote is

appropriat,here:

'First, the teacher must specify terminal objectives in-behavior-
istic terms. That is, she must convert the required criterion
performance into observable responses.

Second, the teacher mist analyze the criterion responses and divide

them into a series of s complex responses.

Third,,the teacher must arrange the responses she decides are
necessary for completion of the terminal response into a series.

Fourth, the teacher must teach or verify the exitence of the

student's ability to perform each response in the series.

Fifth, the teacher must teach the students to perforM each response
in the series in serial order.

Sixth, in attempt to delineate successes and failures, the teacher
must record student performance during each training phase so that

adjustments can be made dur/ing the teaching process." (Brown,

Bellamy, and Sontag, 1971, p. 3)

Prior to the provision of examples of how principles of task

analysis might be used in the/ instruction of home living skills, several

points should be added, rein/erated or emphasized.

First, the primary purPose of performing an analysis of an instruc-

tional task is to present an easy to hard sequence of demands to a

student that maximizes the probability of the student acquiring the

skills inherent in the task.
, n

Second, it is often quite difficult to make valid a priori dis-

criminations as to the relatives difficulty of components of a'particular ,

task. Thus a teacher is often confronted with the responsibility of

judging or estimating the serial order of difficulty of task components.
ti

Third, teachers should, be aware that some students may be able to
perfor% the more difficult components of certain tasks and not be able

to perform the less difficult. Thos, it is usually a gOod strategy to

assess the performance of the student on all tasks.

Fourth, as the' stratification of the components of almost all tasks

are arbitrary; a teacher must realize hat she or he must continue to

"slice" or arrange the task so that it becomes easier and easier for the

student to perform.the correct responses. Thus, a task analysis orien-

tation is not a static phenomenon. It' may be necessary to present

different analyses to different students "as well as different analyses

/o the same student.
i7 r



In Part I many different tasks relate o h.me living skills we e
delineated: Here it'is,our intention t9 comm r ate to the reader how a
task delineated in Part I might be anal/zed 'nto components. A xample
of hew one of the, skills listedin Part I, rushing teeth, migh e

analyzed is presented below:

A Sample Task,Analysis:z.B//rushing Teeth /

1. Remove toothb,c1sh and toothpaste from cup
2. Unscrew toohpaste cap
3. ,Squeeze appropriate amount of toothpaste onto.brush
4. Lay toothbrush down
5. Screw cap back on tube
6. Pick up br.ush in preferred hand

7. Lean Over sink
8/. Brush in down motion over top teeth from one side of moutito

the other +

9. Spit out excess at least Once
10. Br,ush in up motioi over bottom teeth from one side of mou ;h to

the other
11. Spit out excess at 1ea4t once
12. Brush in down motion over back of top teeth from on'eside of

mglith to the other

13 Spit out excess at least once
14.' Brush in Up motion over back of bottom teeth from one side-06,

mouth to the other
15. Spit out excess at least once
16. Brush back 'end forth over crowns of top teeth from one Sid&-of;

mouth to the other
17. Spit out excess at least once
18. Brush back and forth over crowns of bottom teeth from one side

mouth to the other
19. Wi6out excess at least once
20. Pick up cup
21. Turn on cold water faucet
22. Fill cup with water -

23. Rinse mouth with water
24. Spit out excess at. .least once

f5. Pour excess water out of cup into sink

26. Replace cup next to sink
27. Rinse toothbrush water
28. Turn off cold water faucet
29. Replace brush and_paste in cup

Part III: Sample Instructional Programs_

In Part III two different instructional pro'grams wIll'bepresentecl,
The term instructional program as it is'Used here refers-to-the de-
lineation and arrangement of many skills a' teacher should have Into
a systematic, .organized sequence 'of events. 'Thus, in,opraiew a
program should include at least the following: ..

ti
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A.. A rationale A rationale. for the program presented below
isthe introduction to the paper.

4

B. The students A description, of the students' is presentpd

below. I

C. An instructional objective the instructional objectives
are delineated in Part I.

D. A task analysis - Analyses of two tasks of concern are pre-
sented below. In addition, a task analysis is described in
Part II of this paper.

E. Instructional materials and arrangement B6th the instruc-
tional materials and how the students and materials were
arranged in the classroom will be presented below.

F. Inst uctionak procedures - The term instructional procedure,
as it is used here, refers to the behavior the teacher engages
in th t results in the students acquiring the responses
reqpired by the task analysis. The instructional procedures
used to teach the students the lwo sets of skills are de-
lineated below.

G. - Effects of instruction Presumably, if a.pteacher engages in
activities referred to in A - F above, the students will
change in some demonstrable ways. The changes, if,any, main-
fested by the students-would then be the results of the
program. .

Pro "ram A: BrxiShing Hair .

.
.

Students (Ss): Fifty-four Ss were initially involved in this
program; 46 of these54,Ss performdd at criterion under baseline con-
ditions. Thus,'8 Ss remained in the program: ,

_The 8 Ss ranged in CA from 14 to 21 (X = 17.5) and in MA from 3 to

11 (X,.=,7). The most recently obtained IQ scores ranged frqm estimgles
below 30, to 54 (X = approximately 42). These Ss had been enrolled in
public school classes for severely. retarded or severely emotionally
disturbed Ss from 3 to 16 years.(X = 9.5).

0

Cumulative records contained such descriptive statements as "train-
able retarded," "severely defective," "limited comprehension," "limited
memory;" "does not participate in any activity except eating."

Task Analysis: .the brushing hair task was divided into six se-

qudnce'd Steps:'

1. Mess up hair with fingers
2.. Pick up brush in preferred hand
3. Look at hair in mirror
4. Start brush at front top of head
5. Brush down through hair around entire head
6, Check brushed hair in mirror tvoi

0

0
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Instructionalmfre'eFials and-Arrangements: Teaching wad§ conducted

twice wee;Tr-177-Tng two 457minute periods in a "home living classroom"
in a public school. Instructional responsibilities were shared by a
teacher (T) and a student teacher (T). For instructional purposes the 8'
Ss were divided into two groups (A & B).of four. The teacher was re-
sponsible for Group A And the student teacher was responsible for Group
B.

Ss were seated in a semi- circle in front of an 18" x 52" bedroom
dresser with a 34" x 40" mirror placed at eye level (See Appendix A).
The S on the task was seated directly in front of the mirror (See "
Appendix A). A Lairbrush was placed on the dresser top in front of S.

0 .

All initial responses were recorded as, correct "+," performance
error "P," or order error "0" (respoOse is correct but occurs out of
sequence) on data sheets (See Appendix B). Each data sheet 8ontained
space for each S's name on the far left column and each. of the six steps
wads listed above vertical columns aorkss the top. The total number of

correct responses

1

as'recorded at the end of each teaching trial.

.

Instructional Procedures: Measures of baseline performance and,
performanCe dur=ing instruction were obtained in,the same mariner, with

,..0 only response consequences differing. Baseline measures were obtained

.
,.., as follows: I . 7. ,

k

When S was seated in front of the mirror, T instructed S to "Mess(
i

up your hair, -then show me;how you brush it, S."" When S had completely
fiRished, T said", "Thank you" whethbr or not the response(s) was correct'
or incorrect and recorded S's performance on each of the six components
of the tasks. This procedure was followed until each of the 8,Ss had
the opportunity to perform the task without assistance on two occasions.

C ,.. 4,

After baseline measures Were obtained, instruction was initiatedlas
.follows:

1. T approached the class, seated the Ss behind her and said,
"Now I will show you how to brush you hair neatly. Watch very
closely, becasue later I will ask you to do it Just like I

do." ' CP

2. T then modeled the eqire sequence, as she verbally labeled
the action of each'step; e.g., "IlmeSs up my hair," " I look

in the mirror," "I brush all around/my head." The entire
modeling and labeling procedure we4 theR repeated-for the
grotio. Befoye T gave Ss their trials at the task, she ex-
plained that if a student brus dtas she had shown him, she
would tell him what a good Jo he had done, pat him on the

back and/or shtke,hands with him.

3 Subsequently, T selected
him or her in front of t.

hair, then show me how
given social praist,
mirror! ", "Beautiful

correctly,.

ire of the four Ss in a group, placed
e mirror and said, "Mess up your

ou brush it, S." Initially, Ss were
ch as "Geeat job of looking in the
rushing! ", after each step performed
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if an S performed a step incorrectly, T stopped \S and said

"No, S, do it like this" and modeled the correct response on

her own.h4lr. I f S perfOrmed Correctly, T aid "Good,'

If S again perforMed incrrrectly, T.physicallY. primed the

correct responsew le saying "See,.you 1:re brushing, S," for

example:.

5. T then gradually atte'nuated.reinforCement schedule so that S

had to perform more and more steps'correctly before praise was

delivered.

6. The three remaining Ss in the group were instructed o attend

--to the S receiving instruction. During instr ction peri-

odically,posed such questions to the grodp as, "Where is S

looking?", "What is S using to brUsh her hair . S$ were

praised by'T both individually and as a group for good at-

tending to task.

Effects of Instruction: As previously stated, the brushing hir

task was diwided into six components.' The ability of each of the &Ss

performperform the six steps in the predefinded order was measured. Thus?

in any given tribl a particular.S could make from 0-6 correct responses.

While indimidual data is available fore vh of the 8 Ss only the per7/

formance of one S will be graphically depicted here.

During the two trial baseline periods the 8 Ss performed from one

to three of the six steps correctly. Subsequently, a,criterion was set

atrfour consecutive errorless trial5 or .24 consecutive correct responses

per S. It should be noted that during instruction the total' number of

-Niteps performed correctly were recorded on individual graphs, while the

A were present, immediately after the training session. T verbally'

praised an S for "going up? on the graph. If an S stayed at tbie level,

of the prevTOuvtrial or "went down" on the graph, T urged him or her to

"try harder" next time, etc:

All Ss performed at the criterion'level. However, individual S5

reacIfed criterion after differing amounts of instruction. That is, the

number of instructional triahs required before Ss reached criterion

ranged from 11 to 18 (X = 14.6).

Depicted in Figure I below is the performance of S-1. As can be

discerned from Figure I, during the baseline period (tTials 1 & 2) S-1

performed 3 incorrect and 3 correct responses. At trial 3 instruction

was initiated .and S-1 reached criterion at trial 17 afterf5 teaching

trials. 11 '

Program B: Washing Hair
Students (Ss): Thirty-nine Ss including 19 males and 20 females (3

groups of 11, 13, and 15) revivecT instruction in the washing hair...;

program. Ss ranged in CA from 14-21 (X =07.5); in MA from 3-14 (X =

8.5); in IQ scores from 35-70 (X = 52.5);and in years in school from 7-

16 (X = 11.5).

13



Cumulative records contained such descrip ive statements as "aphasic,"
"autistic," "unable to perform complex taskq ith hands," "severely

physically handicapped," !'cerebral palsied."

Tak Analysis: Washing Hair: The washing hair task was analyzed

and divided into 36 bask steps. The additional steps are for use with
those girls who 'might need to creme rinse their hair.

1. Secure all supplies (hairbrush, shampoo, towel and creme
rinse for girls)

2. .Arrange all supplies next to sink

3. Pick up bru*sh in preferred hand
4. Brush through hair all around head
5. Lay brush next to sink

.Turn on hot and cold water faucets
-7. Test water temperature (warm) with fingers
8. Lean head over sink
9. Spray over entir head with sprayer (students could choose

. to use a cup or th running water for rinsing)

10. Turn off both faucets
11. While leaning.--oyer sink, uncap shampoo

12. Fill cap with shampoo
13., Pour capful of shampoo intd palm of hand

14. Lay shampoo cap. next. to battle .

15. Using both hands, rub shampod into hair'over entirerhead
16. Using both hands, work bp, lather Over entire head

17. Turn on hot and cold waterfaucetS
18. Test watertemperaturetviwarm) with fingers

19. Lean head over sink
20. .Spray over entire head with sprayer ,"

21. Rinse out all soap -

22. Turn off hot. afrel. cold water faucets

.23. Pick up shampoo cap
24. Pour capful of shampoo into palm of hand
25. Put shampoo cap on bottle
26. Using both hands, rub.Shampoo into hair over entire head ,

27. Using both hands, work up lather over entire head

28. Turn on hot and cold water faucets
29, Test water temperature (warm) with fingers
50: Lean head over sink
31. Spray over entire head with sprayer
32, Rinse out all soap
33: Turn off hot and cold water faucets (Girls using creme rinse

omit steps 34-36 at this point.)
34. Using both hands, squeeze out excess water...from hair

35. Pick up towel
36. Rub towel over hair to soak up excess moisture

Follow steps 34 through 46 for girls using creme-rinse
34a. Uncap creme rinse
35a. Pour appropriate amount of creme rinse into palm of hand

36a. Using both hands, rub creme rinse into hiir over entire head

37. Put cap on creme rinse
38. Turn on hot and cold water faucets
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39 est water tempeture (warm) with fingers
can head over sink

4/1,. pray over entire head With sprayer
44 ;Rinse Out all creme rinse

dff hot and cold waterJaucets
;p sing both hands, sqUeeze out excess water from_hair

,ffp;i k up.towel
7

towel over hair to soak up excess-moisture

sg,the aboy,e-procedures, wet towels were placed in an auto.-
the classroom. ,Several'students were instructed in the

o qhejdryer.

fictional Materials and ArraRgement: Teaching Was conducted

four'times per-week during 45 minute class sessions. All teaching was

cdndUcted by a teacher (T), a student teacher-(T), and a teacher aide

(f); Due to the relatively long time periods reqUired by the task and

the absence of a largeumber of sinks (2) only two Ss received in-
struction in a session.

The classroom was divided by a .portable room divider and each half
was equipped with a 24" x 36" x 64" sink area with faucets for hot and

cold water'and an attached drainboard. A 28" x.30" x 36" portable
cupboard with countertop was placed to the immediate right of the sink

(See Appendix C).

Supplies used'for washing hair included a plastic bottle of sham-
Ooo, a plastic bottle of creme rinse and a bath-size towel. Th se

'supplies were located on shelves behind 'a door of the portable c oard.

Hairbrushes, labeled with each S's name, were placed on a shelf-top to

the right of the sink area (See ,Appendix C).

The S at task stood in front of the sink, while T and the remaining

Ss stood around S in the sink area (See Appendix C).

Data sheets, designed for this task, were used for recording each
S's'initial responses as correct "+," performance error "P," or order

error "0" (See Appendix D). \-:
Instructional Procedures: Measures of baseline performance and

performance during instruction were obtained in the,same manner, with

,.. only response consequences differing.

Baseline measures were obtained as follows:

When S was standing in front of a sink T said: "ShoW me how you

wash your hair, S. 'You may use these supplies (pointing to an open
cupboard which contained shampoo, creme rinse and towels)." When S had

indicated he or she was finished, T said "Thank you" whether or no S

had completed the task. correctly. While S was attempting to comp ere

the task T was recording the number of Correct responses mile on data

sheet.

a
r 15
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o

This procedure was followed until each--cif the 39 Ss had, one oppor-
tunity to wash their hair without assistance (time preve9..t6d gathering
more baseline data).

/
After baseline measures were obtained; instruction was initiated'as

follows:

1. T arranged (standing) a group in front of the sink and said,
"Now I am going to show you how to waSh your hair. Keep your
eyes on me., Later I will ask you to wash your hair just as I

do." T then modeled the entire hair-washing sequence fOr the
group.' T was modeling the task she verbally labeled the
component movements. That is, T would say "Now I am rinsi
my hair," or "Now I am deplering myhair with shampoo" 11

she was performing such m&ements. This procedure was fol-
lo4ed on two occasions. Thus, each gr,,,oup had-fhe opportunity
to observe T perform the sequence correctly on two consecutive
occasions.

2, T selected an S from the group and requested that he or she
Tome to the sink and then said, "Show me how you wash your
hair, S." If S performed a step in the sequence correctly, T
would say, for example, "That's great!", "You have all your
supplies ready! ",. "Good brushing! ".

3. If S performed a step incorrectly or out.of orlog interytned
by stopping S and saying, "No, that is not cortieCt, DoTi
like this," as T performed the required movements on the S'
hair.

4. S was then instructed to, repeat the movement modeled by T an
then to proceed.

A5 If S perfOrmed the movement correctly he or she was praised
and instructed to proceed to the next step.

6. If S did not respond correctly, T primed S (i.e., phySically
guided S through the movements) through the correct response
and S was then instructed to proceed to the next step. '

The following procedural points should be noted at this time:
1

A. Priming cues,.i.e,,'physica assistance,were gradually
removed until an S could perform a required task without
assistance.

B. Modeling cues were gradually faded un 11 S could perform the
task withoutthe assistance of T.

C. Social praise was, gradually fade in that Ss were required to
perform more and more steps in,/ e sequence correctly before T
would issue praise.
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D. While one S was receiving nstruction.the remaining Ss in the
group,Were praised-for att nding.and were asked to respond to

questions like, !14atn't tha good?"1' or "Did she do it right?"

I) or "What should she do next?" v
,

...
- P

0

Effects of Instruction:` Continuous measures of the performance of

all..Ss Were Obtained during the baseline and, the'teaching phaset of the

. program. .During the baseline period (trial I) male Ss coujd make from 0

to 36,correct responses and female Ss could make from 0 to 46 correct

responses. It ,should be noted that in,order for a respon e to be scored

as correct it has to be performed correctly and it h occur in an

acceptable'order. Strict adherence to the order del. ted in the task

analysis was required only if an alternative sequeRc as unacceptable

(e.g.; spray head with sprayer, step 31 before step 30, lean head over

sink).

'

,00-ing:the baseline trial the 19 male Ss made from-'3 to.20 correct

respontesiout of 'a possible 36 OT correct =78.8) and female Ss made from

1 to%1 correct responses out of a possible 46 (x correct = 8.8).

. .
.

.
.

Pr oi to instruction, criterion performance, was set at three

consecU ive errorless.trials.' By the end of /hescho0,1-year 32 of the

33 Ss r ached criterion (14 males and-18 females). The nuthber of

training-trils required before criterion was reached by the male Ss

ranged f om 5 'to 15 (x = 9.7) and by-the female Ss ranged from 3 to 19

(X =; 10:P

_

, ,
.

flie,7,remaining,,Ss (2,males and '3 females), did not perform at

criterion i vels'by the end' of the school year. On the othei' hand the 2

male Ss made\30 and 36 correct responses out of a possible 36 on the

latt trainin trial and the 5 female Ss made'44, 44, 45, 45, and-45

correct respo ses out of 'a Possible -4V onithe.last training trial ofLthe

' -; school year.
/,

. /,,,/
,

In an attempt to aviod redundandy only "the performance of one S

(feMa)e) will be'graphicatly depicted in Figure II. As can be'discTrned

from, Figure II, p-1 made 16 correct responses during the baseline tr,ial

and a total of,11 training trial's were required before S-1 reached

criterion at trial .12. ,,,

Part 1V:' ticustion and Implications

The application of behavioristic task analysis procedures and

systematic instructional technology to specif-ied`instructional objec-

t,ives resulted in the development of several home living skills in

severely handicapped students.
4,7

The students 4J4 perfgrmithe'steps involved in the skills presented

to them in the pub!itT school oLessroom environment; the very,ileturaof

these skills requires: that they,be performed other thad. in Oe.clasroom

wher50 the teacher model is present. The skint must generalize across

r2
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settings into the natural home environment. Some attempt to insure
generalization was made by gradually withdrawing (fading) the assistance
and reinforcement of the teacher. Other examples of such attempts
include taking the students to other settings within the school; e.g.,
after. students had met criterion performanc6 on washing a hairbrush they
were taken to two different rooms with stimuli (type of sink, supplies
in different areas) re-arranged. There was tlso an attempt made to have
the students observed performing the task in the home environment. A
checklistqAppendix E) of steps, involved in the washing hair task was
sent to the parents when the student had reached criterion performance.
The return of checklists was not representative in that only 10 of 32
sent were returned. However, all 10 indicated satisfaction with the
performance of the children at home. For any home living skills program
to be truly successful, further attempt to insure performance in the
students' present and future home environments must be made.

A pOssible method of better preparing students to perform the
skills necessary for independent or semi-independent survival would call -

for a cooperative public school pgrsonnel - parent training program. In

this way, parents as well as schoO1 personnel could consistently assist
and reinforce those steps involved in acuisition of vital skills. Even
after skills are acquired, parent$ and the, home environment must re-
peatedly demand the performance of these skills or they will be lost.

Alimitatiop of the present program, not readily discernible from
the results, is the relatively targe amount of time spent in teachind-
the task of washing hair, for eXample. The results indicate that some
students required 19 trial to/acquire the skill. Considering the
limitations of 45 minute class periods in limited space and with a high
pupil-teacher ratio, the task took some students almost seven months to
acquire. Because of the large number of home living skills to be taught,
thesedimitations would need to be reduced or eliminated in future
programs. If-the programming did indeed begin at age 5 or earlier,
instead of in adolescence, a greats time element could be eliminated.
Many aspects of the program are, at the time of this writing, being
implemented with lower age children in the saline pUlic school setting.

Not atl of the tasks delineated In Part I have presently been
analyzed and taught. It is our hope that further task analyses will be
completed and presented in the classroom in the near future by those
currently involvgd and by other school personnel, expeciatly those
involved in instructing lower age students.

/1/4 4
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APPENDIX A

Ins.tructional Arrangement for Brushing Hair

Chair
For

Teacher

.rror

dresser
with brush

Chair
For

Student

_

s2 1 s4

Students in Chairs

19

I

di



Students

Joe

Mike

Alice

Sue

Joe

Mike

Alice

emirmarrorm
Sue

APPENDIX B

Data Sheet for Brushing Hair

+ = correct response
P = performance error (incorrect response) Group

0 = order error (incorrect response) Date
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APPENDIX C

Instructional Arran ement for Washing Hair

sink

S1

S1

s3 S9

s4 S8.

SS" S7

S6
4

,Stutients and teacher standipg

4

21

portable cupboard
containing shampoo,
creme rinse and tow Is

shelf-top,
with,brushes

O



APPEDIXD.

Data Sheet for WaAinr! pair

= correct response
P = perfoidance error (incorrect response
0 = order error.(incorreCt response)

.

N
....

4-1

0
"I

rdri '
'.:1
rY
a.

ID

,4
-:. u.

>
I-4 -
rd
C

4-1
tt
a.

Ort
ri
cd
$4u

1. Secure. brush,

shampoo, Creme
[tinTP (gir-11.%), trIWZ1:___

-

f .

22Arrange all sup-
plies next to sink

-..

,

,

.

3. Pick up brush in
prof erred hand >

4., Brush through 'hair
,,, .

a41 around head
.,-,.

.

'Lay brush next
to s.-ink

-
,

6. Turn on hot & .

cold water faucets

7. Test water temp.
(warm) with finge

..

8. Lean head over
sink ,

9. Spr+ over entire
head with sprayer . . .

10. Turn off both
faucets

11. While leaniag
over sink, uncap
shampoo

:

12. Fill cap with
shampoo
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Students

F-c
ed

144
44
a)ti

r-4

cd

0
r1k
L.) c.D P-)

a.)
cd

a.

,

13. Pour capful of
shampoo into palm
of hand -

.

.

14. Lay shampoo cap
next to bottle

15. Using both hands,
rub.shampoo into hair
over entire head

/

16. Using both hands,
work up lather over
entire head

.

17. ;1.irn on hot G
cold water faucets

18.. Test. water temp.
(warm) with fingots

.
. .

_
.

19. Lean hand-over
sink

,

,

..,..

.

20 ppray over entire
head with sprayer .

21. Rinse out all

soap
,

22. Turn off hot &
cold water faucets

\

23. Pick up shampoo
cap

.

......----.

24. Pour capful of
shampoo-into palm
of hand

25. Put, shampoo cap

on bottle
,

, ,

1
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Students
.

, .

it
Ie. \

.,

tiA
44
a)

co

co
CU

,

A.'
"10,

.

tf)
e4
IA 0/6

,-,4,
N
.3

(a 1 V ,

.N
"0
0I,

.
4-1
wa.

adrl
(13

, 1.

26. Use both hands,
rub shampoo into hair
over entire head

.

. ,

'

.

27. Using both hands,
work up lather over
Qn.t.

28. Turn on hot &
cold water faucets

1

.

o . 1

.

. ,

29., Test water temp.
(warm) with fingers

, .
,

.

.

,

30. Lean head over
sink

.

31. Spray ove/t entire
head with sprayer

.
, .

32.. Rinse out all

soap

.

9

33. Turn off hot &
cold water faucets'

,

. ,
,

,

.

Girls using creme
rinse, omit steps 34-
36 at this point

. .

.
.

34. Using both hands,
squeeze out excess
water from hair,

.

.

"

35.0 Pick up towel.

36. Rub towel over
hair to soak up
excess moisture

.

.

. ,

.

.

-

,,,

_
Follow steps 34-46
:for girls using
creme rinse

.

a

.-

,

34a. Uncap creme
rinse

.

35a. Pour appropriate
amt. of creme rinse
into palm of hand

.

,

.

_

-

24
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Students

.

.

4.____

°-')

'
41

,

44
0

Cd
1-4

Ma.

.

0
.2,1 '
L':.4

tr)
.1-4
Pt
.0
c.)

>,.
Pt

(..D

>1
*0

1--)

.

0
-0
a.

.,4

c.)

ba

0k

36a. Using both hands,
rub creme rin:Ic into
heir over entire hend

,

_

37. P,,ut cap on creme
rinse

, ., .

-'i.4 ,
", ,

38. Turn on hot and
cbld water faucets . .

.
.

. .

.

4'9. Test water temp.
(warm) with fingers

,

.

.

.

40. Lean head over
sink. '.

,

.

~

.

.

.

41. Spray Over o ntire
head with spraYer

.

,',.

.

,

.

.

, __

-

42. Rinse out all
creme rinze

,

, .

.

,
.

.
, ,

.

,

-

- ,
43, Turn off hot.and
geld water faucets
-- ,

_
..'

,

.

.
.

,

4,

.

,

.

.
,

y

.

44. Using both hands,
squeeze out excess

airwater.from hair

_

--_-_-_

'
. .

.
. .

,

' . . . ,

4S. Pick up,tdwel

-

,

,

.

,-- . .4
...

,

_
.

.

46. Rub towel over
hair to soak tm.

, -

excess moisture...

_ .

,

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

,
.

.

,

.
.
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APPENDIX E

Parent Che&list for Washing Hair

Deal: Parekts:
1

it is very important that a student can perform the
skills learlupi- in "home living skills class at home.
To determidafif youT child is correctly performing
the skill of washing .his Own.hair at-home, please
fil4 out the ettaFhed sheet as goon as possible

return to me.1,.This will be a great help to
me, to your child, and hopefully to you.

I appreciate ypur cooperation.

Sincerely,

/ 0

. .
...
.,

clositre ..

26'
A



Child's Name

Date Observed

0

Name of Person Observin

Instruct'yoUr,thild to "show me'how yOu wash your hair" and make sure he knows
where you-keep the supplies., 'Place alein thet correct:column and Ake any
additional comments that seem necessary; check-'yeso if ydur child can perfom
',the step without anx, help; check "no" if he' needs Kelp.

Steps Yes CommentsI.
a

t 1. Get out brush, shampoo,
creme rinse (girls only)
and towel?

,

.° . °

2.
.

Brush throOgh hair around
head?

.

Rinse all hair with'
(preferably warm) water?

.

f.

4 . Lather all h i r with

shampoo?
,

5.

ti
Ripe ou/ alll soap with
(preferably warm) water?

.

'6. Lather all hair again
with shampoo ?..

7.' Rinse out all soap with
(preferably warm) water? .

8.

BOY:
i

Towel -dry hair? .

- ...L.

N

' 8a.

GIRL: -

RUb creme rinse all over
hair?

.

e

9.
.

10.

,

Rinse out all creme rinse
with (preferably warm)`'*
water?

.

,

Tower-dry. hair? .

.
.

Signed .
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FIGURE 1

t

Performance of mile' S-ot the 1.,'1 .7,1111r .Task

\

1 .-----/ 1
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FIGURE

Performance of one S On the Washing Hair Tas
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